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ABSTRACT

Cell killing (loss of proliferative capacity) is a principal end point

in all radiation effects contingent upon cell viability. Thus, while it

occupies the obverse of the coin in the radiation therapy of cancer, cell

killing is at least the reverse side in radiation mutagenesis, carcino-

genesis, and teratogenesis.

DNA, the molecular carrier of the genetic inheritance, occupies a

central position in the affairs of a cell because the properties and

characteristics of a cell are dictated by the DNA •*• RNA -»• protein axis of

information storage, flow, and expression. This, the mutagenic and chromo-

some-breaking properties of radiation, the biological amplification avail-

able to a lesion in DNA, and the fact that DNA molecularly constitutes a

very large radiation target, putatively all make DNA the principal target

relative to many radiation effects.

To study "Where and what are the sensitive targets in a mammalian

cell?" an indirect approach may be useful. This stems from the fact that

to kill cells with low LET radiation, sublethal damage must be accumulated.

Cells can repair this damage an ability compromised by, for example, the

DNA-binding antibiotic actinomycin D. Thus, focussing on DNA, and repair

processes in DNA, while indirect, is supported in the instance of cell

killing by extensive experimental evidence.

The status of damage registered directly in DNA may be assessed by ex-

amining changes in the sedimentation of DNA from irradiated cells. Along

with measurements of cell survival, sedimentation data are discussed rela-

tive to their bearing on cell killing and their ability to help us under-

stand the organization and replication of DNA in mammalian cells.

Supported in part by a U.S. National Institute of Health Fellowship No.
7 F03 CA52437-02 from the National Cancer Institute.



INTRODUCTION

From the view point of micirodosimetry, even in a mammalian cell only

10-15 microns in diameter, many structures considerably smaller in size must

be considered as potential radiation targets. As shown in Fig. 1, cytolog-

ically a number of structures frequently involving membranous envelopes can

be identified (for a brief discussion of cell structures, and cheir function

see ref. 1). The nucleus contains the bulk of the MIA of a cell the organi-

sation and state of replication of which depends upon whether or out the

cell is still capable of division and where it is in its growth cycle.

The cytoplasm contains a number of structures and organelles whose

functions relate in the main to the synthetic and degradative processes

that the cell can support. Hany of these organelles are essential partic-

ularly to cycling cells. In the main, however, nuclear DNA is responsible

'for the heritable properties of a cell. The proteins manufactured in ac-

cord with the information contained in nuclear DNA—as controlled by feed-

back signals lit. turn also derived from the genome—dictate the properties

of the cell. Hence, the pathway for information expression—Cite OKA •*• RHA

"* Protein—inherently possesses an enormous amount of biological amplifica-

tion. This reason alone has made the DNA of « cell a favored target in re-

spect to many radiation end effects.

Sublathal Damage

Single mamalian cells, exposed to graded doses of low linear energy

transfer (LET) radiation, characteristically have a threshold type sorvinral

curve. Such a curve for Chinese hamster cells is traced by the circles in

Fig* 2. The presence of the threshold means that dajwge must be accumulated

to register a lethal effect. The squares in Fig. 2 show that between dose

fractions (see legend) cells surviving a first dose are able to repair sub-

lethal damage. The initial quasi-threshold dose, Dq {• Do In in), which is

reduced to close to zero by the first exposure, is fully returned by 23 hrs

with more than half of it being restored by 2.5 hrs. <For additional details

and examples of sublethal damage and its repair, see ref. 2).

To pursue the question where damage related to lethality is registered

Lt consists, Che indirect approach of studying the where and



what of the repair of damage can be taken. This la based on the reasonable

assumptions that: 1) repair processes take place at, or near* priaary sites

of daaage; 2) repair consist of the reversal or reaoval of primary lesions;

and 3) repair relative to targets and aoZecules can be effectively pursued

vi* aeasureaents of overall cell function, e.g. survival. However* as

reasonable aa these assumptions aay be, effectively to proceed with studies

focused on the DMA of a cell, a justification More compelling than one

based only teleology is required. This was sought frou evidences of daaage

Interaction between ionizing radiation and drugs which act on DNA.

Hitroien Mustard and Actinoayciln D. DNA Interactive Agents

As sketched in Fig. 3, the bifunctional alkylatfng agent nitrogen

austard and the antibiotic actinoaycin £ both Interact with duplex DNA.

Nitrogen Bustard is known to cross-link purines, primarily guvnines, la a

•aimer similar to sulfur Mustard (3); as such it Is only one of a class of

agents thought to be lethal to viruses, bacteria* and aaaaalian cell* be-

cause It prevents the noraal separation of complementary DNA strands during

seal-conservative replication (see 4). (Only interstrand cross-links are

shown in Pig. 3; however, intrastrand cross-links and! single-strand addi-

tions are also produced.) Actinoaycin D is a duplex SNA intercalator; it Is

typical of planar two and three ring structures knowra to intercalate be-

tween coapleaentary base pairs (see £>) although, in contrast to other Inter-

calators, actinoaycin 0 strongly binds to DNA; Its half residence tine in

Chinese haattor cells is long, 2.3 hrs (6), In part, at least, actinoaycin

D is thought to affect cells by interfering with the teaplate properties of

duplex SNA presumably by preventing RNA-polyaerase from functioning in a

noraal way (see 5). While these two DNA drugs are known to interact

strongly with DNA, they do so in winners quit* different froa each other and

clearly quite different fr/» the frank bond breaking ability of ionizing

radiation, Fig. 3. In spite of these differences* the effects produced by

nitrogen austard have been thought to be sufficiently similar to those due

to radiation that it is coae to be known as a radloaiwetlc agent. The

actions of actinoaycin D, on the other hand, are not associated with those

of radiation.



Nitrogen Mustard and X-rays

We consider first whctCher or not nitrogen mustard (NM) interacts with

x-ray damage related to lethality. From an extensive series of experiments,

the conclusion was reached that these agents act independently (4); an ex-

ample from this series is in. Fig. 4. To avoid possible confusion from

mixed population effects associated with the use of asynchronous cells, we

show an experiaent dealing with cells In their DNA synthetic period, the S

phase. Cells in S are moat resistant to single x-ray or NM treatments and

because most of the cf/lla in a Chinese hamster cell population are in S,

results with S cells largely characterize results with asynchronous cells

and, in fact, results similar to those in Fig. 4 were obtained with asyn-

chronous calls (4).

Populations of Chinese hamster cells were grown overnight and then

synchronized using the hydroxyurea technique of Sinclair (6,7). (The

. ability of hydroxyurea selectively to kill cells initially in S is responsi-

ble for the drop in survival for zero x-ray dose from: 1.0 to about 0.4). As

a result, the experiaent was perforaed with populations of aicrocolonies, of

average multiplicity JN • 3.1, initially synchronized at the Gj-S boHer (7),

and which 3 V : hr« later were at the most resistant period of the S phase.

The squares show the x-ray survival of these microcolonies. The uppermost

thin line traces the x-ray survival of single S cells after accounting for

the influence of Multiplicity on the shoulder region of the survival curve

in this case by shifting upward, by the appropriate amount (see Chapter 3,

xef. 2), the initial portion of the survival curve.

The dashed curves in Fig. 4 involve the combined treatment — x-lrradi-

jtloo + NM — delivered in quick succession (see legend). Clsarly, the NM

treatment must have affected cells since it reduced survival by Itself. In

spite of this, when account is taken of the residual multiplicities (short

segments of thin dashed curves starting from the ordLnate), and the single

dose combined treatment curves are shifted upward to permit a comparison

with the single-dose x-ray curve, it is clear that the x-ray response of

cells surviving NM treatment is at most affected in a minor way.



Actinomycin D and X-rays

In Fig. 4, the NM treatment reduced the initial survival by 'ibout 1/3.

In Fig. 5, we show the effect on the X-rmy survival of late S cells of a

pretreataent with actinomycin D sufficient l:o result in an almostt equal

seduction in initial survival. It is clear that actinomycin D has a major

influence of x-ray survival and that this lreaulfs mainly from a reduction in

shoulder width. Accounting for multiplicity„. pretreatment with this anti-

biotic reduces the x-ray survival curve threshold width by a factor of 7

(see legend. Fig. 5) while the DQ is reduced only by 26%.

Figure 6 shows that a reduction in capacity for x-ray damage due to

actinomycin D is not contingent upon a toxic effect from the antibiotic it-

self. In this experiment, Chinese hamster celliu, near the peak of their

resistance in S, were Irradiated with graded doses. Survival was assessed

in the continuous presence or absence of a low concentration of actinomycin

D, 0.002 ug/mls no concomitant reduction in survival, resulted from the drug

alone. The data show that this very low concentration of actinomycin D, 1.8

x 10*^M, resulted in a reduction of shoulder width by 155 rad.

Taken together, the results fh Figs. 5 and 6» which are only two ex-

amples from extensive studies (6, 8-10), show ttuvt actinomycin D potentiates

x-ray damage. In Fig. 5, the drug was added prior to irradiation. However,

as llluststrated by the potentiatlon of x-ray killing in Fig. 6 where the

drug was added after irradiation, and from a number of other observations

(6, 8-10) including the tight binding of actinomycin D in Chinese hamster

calls (6), we know that drug treatment before x-irradiation is effective

primarily because it is available to act at the sites of damage immediately

after exposure when the rate of vublethal damage repair is greatest. Since

actinomycin D affects primarily a call's capacity foe sublethal damage, a

given treatment with this agsnt can be equated to a dose of radiation. The

final Do's in Fig. 6, being essentially equal, this latter point Is quite

clear; that is, the actinomycin D experience can be considered as equivalent

to 1SS rad. Ht will raturn again to this point.

Thus, our DMA interactive agants (Fig. 3) affact call function relative

to radiation lesions in ways not predictable from tha commonly associated



•odes of actions of these drugs. Nitrogen mustard is considered radio-

mimetie; yet damage due to it does not interact with x-ray damage. Actino-

aycin D, in the concentration ranges which we have found, potenciate x-ray

cell killing, has little or no effect on DNA synthesis (9), for example,

yet its binding to DNA acts to reduce a cells capacity for sublethal damage.

DNA Sedimentation Experiments

Although the results described to this point illustrate that the abil-

ity of a chemical to interact with DNA is not a sufficient condition to in-

sure that it will potentiate x-ray damage, the sequestering ability that du-

plex DNA has for actinomycin D (see references in 5 ) , and the ability that

each agent has to enhance the lethal effect of the other (6,,11), serve to

identify as a conmon locus of action the DNA containing structures of the

nucleus. Thus, our focus on DNA is strongly supported by eexperimental evi-

dence and hence, it was proposed that primary radiation lesions, and their

repair, involve DNA possibly in structural relationship to its molecular

environment (12).

Having arrived at a justification to concentrate on DNA and DNA-ccn-

taining structures in the context-of primary targets„ we turned to methods

of aaasuring damage in INA. For this purpose, the technique of McGrath and

Williams for studying the integrity of DNA under alkaline conditions was

particularly appealing (13).

Figure 7 shows the essentials of the McGrath end Williams method, as

modified for sammalian cells, that we have used (14). Cells are grown in

the presence of a specific DNA label like ^ (or l4C> thymidlne (TdR). If

the intent is to examine long stretches of DNA—so-trailed template DNA—the

label will be made available for periods of tise abouc as long as the growth

cycle. Labelled cells are then suspended and an aliquot containing 5-10,000

calls is carefully pipetted on to a lysing solution which in turn is a

thin layer on top of a 5-20Z high salt, high p& (>12)., sucrose gradient. By

the use of high ionic strength solutions, electrostatic forces are reduced

facilitating the separation of basic proteins from DNA, and by the use of

pH's greater than 12, acid proteins are solubillzcd, tthe lysis of the cell

Is assured permitting the DNA contained therein to spcead, without mechanical



manipulation, over the surface of the lysing solution. The high pH, how-

ever, also implies that complementary hydrogen bonding '11 be destroyed and

hence, the technique is considered as a means of study] single strands of

DNA. The principal attraction of the technique, nevert eless, is the abil-

ity the method of McGrath and Williams affords of studying DNA that has

suffered a minimum amount of shear due to mechanical manipulation. Prior to

its advent, the usual chemical extraction of DNA introduced, by itself,

damage corresponding to a large dose of radiation, 25,000 rad or more.

Following the lysis of cells, tubes are rotated in an ultracentrifuge

and after this the contents of a tube is sampled in order to determine the

linear distribution of radioactivity and therefore DNA. From the work of

Burgi and Hershey (15) and Studier (16), we know that single-strands sedi-

ment according to the 0.4 power of molecular weight providing that other

factors, like their viscous drag, are independent of molecular weight and

centrifugal force. (The latter qualification comes up again later.)

A balanced, presentation of DNA sedimentation data requires us to deal

with three aspects of the work. First, we must deal with phenomenology;

radiation aside, what is observed "when DNA from mammalian cells is sedi-

nented and what does it mean? Second, we must describe and explain the

e'fect that radiation has on this DNA and the ability cells have to alter

this effect. And third, we must appraise the strengths and weaknesses of

•urcments of this type in the context of biological function.

To simplify the presentation of the data relative to DNA damage, we

show Fig. 8 IVi which the dependence on lysis time and dose prior to sedi-

mentation is sketched. These results refer to lysis at t>24* C followed by

sedimentation at what we will call "high speed" (i.e., 36-38,000 rpm with a

Beckman SW-50.1 or SW-39 rotor respectively). For unirradiated cells,

initially—i.e., after lysis for 60 mln~the pattern Is bimodal. The peak

nearest the meniscus, the left one, has be:n called the "complex" (14), and

the one nearer the bottom of the tube the "main peak". Clearly with time,

the complex disappears appearing closer to the meniscus with increasing

lysis. Because essentially all the DMA loaded on a gradient is accounted

for In each case, what it lost from the complex due to progressive hydroxyl



attack, must appear in the main peak. It follows from this that the DNA

in the complex is larger in molecular weight than that in the main peak

even though it does not sediment as far. (This point we consider again in

reference to Figs. 16-18.) Panel (a) in Fig. 9 is an example of progres-

sive resolution of the complex with lysis time.-

The preceding trend with lysis time is also indicated in Fig. 8 after

a short lysis with increasing doses of radiation. Doses up to ̂ 1500 -ad

resolve the complex—see also open circles in panels (b) and (c), Fig. 3 —

while doses greater than ̂ 1500 rad lead to the development of a peak to

the left of the main peak. As illustrated in panel (d), Fig. 9 (open

circles), the latter peak is different in shape from the complex. Also,

with increasing dose it grows at the expense of the main peak and progres-

sively appears closer to the meniscus. The dose dependence, plus a number

of other lines of evidence from our work and the work of others, confirms
>

that the peak that appears after high doses, *v 1500 rad, consists of de-

graded single strands oi DNA.

The data in Fig. 9 also show_that if cells are incubated after irradia-

tion, the effects produced by the irradiation are reversed to a degree.

After 4330 rad, in 20 min, 37°C, essentially all the single-strand'breaks

are repaired. The results in Fig. 10 indicate that after a somewhat larger

dose, 5800 rad, 'v-lOZ of the breaks remain after 70 min at 37°C and further,

that while the proportion of breaks which persist is about the same, at 42°C

breaks are repaired more rapidly than at 37°C (we return to this point again

later).

. In addition to repair of single-strand breaks (Figs. 9 and 10), panels

(b) and (c) in Fig. 9 show repair of the complex. Further details about

this process are to follow; suffice it to note here that after small doses,

<1500 rads, incubation for repair results in the reappearance of the com-

pl«x at the expense of the main peak. Thus, the dose dependent sequence,

complex •*• main peak •+ degraded main

is nvarsnd with repair after radiation.



Radioenergetics of DNA Damage

The following properties are worth bearing In mind if DNA break data

are to be evaluated in the context of mlcrodosimetry.

A diploid Chinese hamster cell from an asynchronous population on

average has ̂ 1 x 10"11 gm DNA. This is equivalent to *6 x 1012 daltons.

Using the DNA from labelled bacteriophage T4 as a calibration marker, the

number average molecular weight MQ of main peak DNA has been computed to be

*v»2 x 108 daltons (19). This means there are ̂ 3 x 10* such molecules on

average per cell. From measurements of the dose dependence of the pro-

ductions of single-strand breaks, we estimate that V55 eV is required per

break; thus, ̂ 2500 rad is needed to produce about one break per 2 x ID**

daltons. Because about l/10th of this dose is needed to affect the complex,

from target theory considerations we have estimated that the molecular

weight of the complex is ̂ 10X larger (19). Indeed, we have recently found

that a duplex molecule of abo^t this size can be released .rcm Chinese

hamstar cells under non-denaturating conditions (18).

Nitrogen Mustard versus DNA Damage and the Nature of the Complex

Experiments dealing with the "effect of NM on the sedimentation of the

DNA from irradiated cells were performed to help understand: first, the

question of the relationship between DNA lesions and cell killing; and

seconda the nature of the complex.

Figure 11 shows the effect of about a 5% survival dose of NM (4) on

the sedimentation of cells irradiated with a dose ordinarily sufficient to

lead to a resolution of the complex in 60 min if lysis is at ̂ 24C. NM

treated cells lysed immediately after 1440 rad do not display a complex

if lysed for 270 min (closed circles); similarly for cells not treated with

NM but allowed to repair for 40 min, 37°C before lysis (squares). After

60 nin of lysis„ we would have observed a complex—e.g., see the effect of

20 nin of repair in panel (c), Fig. 9—but the longer lysis in this case

has led to the resolution of the complex (Fig. 8). However, when NM treat-

ed and x-irradiated cells are also incubated for repair, & prominent: com-

plex persists even after lysis for 270 min at <\»24°C. (open circles).



A result similar to the preceding but involving a dose now sufficient

to produce single-strand breaks is shown in Fig. 12. Here, there is al-

ready some indication of an effect of the NM treatment because of the more

prominent peak in the region of undamaged single DNA strands than in panel

(d), Fi# 9. But the NM treatment has its most dramatic effect following

repair. Ordinarily, 40 min at 37°C following 4330 rad would result in the

reformation of hardly any complex. In this case, however, almost all of

the DNA sediments as a complex. In fact, the pattern is that which would

result from about l/10th the dose without NM. •

These data, as do our results with the DNA cross-linking treatment

psoralen plus near ultraviolet light (20), support the conclusion that the

complex is duplex DNA which, under conditions of denaturation, ordinarily

cones apart. The cross-links produced by NM (or by psoralen plus near ultra-

violet exposure, 20) when present in sufficient number, serve to hold the

' complex together. A dose of 1440 rad produces less than one single-strand
a

break per 2 x 10 daltons; hence, rcost molecules of this size are not hit

at all. Ordinarily, the DNA from cells receiving 1440 rad only, resolves

to a main peak in 60 min; 270 min is required if NM treatment precedes x-

irradiation; that is, longer hydroxyl attack is needed if cross-links are

present. If repair also occurs, even 270 min following NM + 1440 rad is

inadequate to resolve the complex. Even when a dose of 4330 rad is used,

repair leads to a pattern which would have resulted from a much smaller dose

if cross-linking precedes irradiation.

Relative to function, the data in Figs. 11 and 12 (and other results

with NM to be reported elsewhere) are consistent with our survival results

as we will note presently. Since it is likely that DNA cross-linking is the

lethal lesion, we point out here that the persistence of the complex is not

a prerequisite of viability. Indeed, since duplex DNA must become single-

stranded for normal replication, it seems likely that NM exerts its lethal

effect by preventing the separation of strands as suggested by the abnormal

persistence of the complex under conditions of alkaline hydrolysis which

ordinarily would resolve it.



Actinomycin D Versus DNA Damage

We turn now to repair in cells treated with actinomycin D; the results

we discuss, Figs. 13 and 14, in part are from a larger study (19,21). In

Fig. 13, we show that while pretreatment with actinomycin D does not impede

single-strand repair, it does interfer with repair of the complex. In the

top panel, we see that the degree of single-strand breakage is not signifi-

cantly affected by the preirradiation treatment with actinomycin D (see

legend). In 20 min at 37°C after irradiation, if anything it appears that

cells treated with the antibiotic repaired slightly more rapidly. However,

after 90 min it is clear that the actinomycin D treated cells did not re-

pair the complex to the same extent as did cells not treated with drug.

Thus, the data in Fig. 13 are one indication of a differential effect

of actinomycin D on the DNA from irradiated cells. However, since our

survival results suggest that actinomycin D acts as though it is equivalent

to a dose of radiation (e.g., Figs. 5 and 6), the effect of this antibiotic

acting by itself is important. To begin with, we note that graded doses

of drug have been shown to produce single-strand breaks in a dose dependent

fashion as does radiation (19,21). Figure 14 illustrates that this is also

true with respect to resolution of the complex. In addition, because of

binding ability of actinomycin D to DNA, probably at least some of -Its in-

terference with repair of the complex after irradiation results from its

ability by itself to prevent such repair (21).

Hence, in addition to support for an ability of actinomycin D to act

like radiation, we have an indication that repair of single-strand breaks

—or DNA damage that leads to single-strand breaks under alkaline con-

ditions—is a process the requirements for which are at least not entirely

the same as those for repair of the complex. Since intercalation leads to

an untwisting of the DNA duplex, plus the introduction of some single-strand

breaks due to its own action or radiation, these data suggest that rotation

of the molecule around its long axis reduces repair of the complex because

of a lack of register between the bitter ends of a broken strand which

otherwise would have been subject to rejoining (i.e., ligase-type action).

A result of this type would be expected if repair of the complex involved

repair to a covalently closed circle or a structure similar to it (19,21).



Hyperthermia and Sub lethal Damage

Hyperthermia during low dose rate Irradiation (22), or after acute

irradiation, enhances cell killing and this is because for temperatures up

to *v41°C, repair of sublethal damage is suppressed (23). An example of this

is shown in Fig. 15. Here the dashed curve refers to the acute exposure,

single-dose survival curve of single cells determined in a separate experi-

ment (23). For cells at 37°C, 62% of the ̂  has returned in 2.5 hrs, but

for 41°C essentially no capacity for sublethal damage is regained. Cells

kept at 41.5°C after their first dose suffer a larger amount of potentially

lethal damage being cconverted to lethal damage, but their sensitivity to

second doses is not appreciably increased.

These data show that hyperthermia, up to 41°C at least* enhances cell

killing by suppressing the repair of sublethal damage. In view of this,

we examined the effect of hyperthermia on the repair of DNA strand breaks.

However, we did this using slow speed sedimentation, 5000 rpm, because of

• the greater resolution in respect to damage and repair of the complex ob-

tainable in this way (19), and hence, we discuss first the patterns ob-

served after slow speed sedimentation.

When the-labelled DNA from Chinese hamster cells is sedimented at 5000

rpm, 0°C, the position of the main peak in the gradient is located in ac-

cord with the conventional force x time relationship for a particle at its

terminal velocity in an essentially constant gravitational field. In Fig.

16, this means that for unirradiated cells, the main peak should appear at

fraction 4. Since we know that a dose of ̂ 1500 rad resolves the complex

into main peak DNA, the last panel confirms the location of the main peak.

Hence, for control cells, now we find the complex toward the bottom of the

tube where it should be in view of its larger target size compared to main

peak DNA. The data show a gradual shift in the complex toward the meniscius

and at the same time, the DNA lost from the complex appearing in the posi-

tion of the main peak. As has been pointed out, this behavior of the label

lost from the complex suggests a configurational change akin, for example,

to the transition from catenated duplex circles to single-strands and

single circles (19). Further, while not critically important to present

proposes, we note that it is clear from these data that the sedimentation



behavior of the complex Is strongly dependent upon centrifugal force since

it is only at low speeds that it has a normal position relative to main

peak DNA (1A,19).

When examined at slow speed, and for lysis at 3°C as in Fig. 16 and not
rv24°C as in earlier figures, the DNA from cells incubated for repair at

37°C sediments as shown in Fig. 17. In 30 min, only a soall proportion of

UNA remains in the main peak, and by 90 min, the amount remaining Is sim-

ilar to that for unirradiated cells. That this repair does not return the

cell to a normal state is indicated by the fact that by 360 min, the pro-

portion of DNA near the meniscus has increased again as the pathology of

dying cells becomes expressed as the degradation of repaired complex.

Figure 18 shows an experiment similar to that in Fig. 16 except that

cells were incubated at 41°C after irradiation. Here we can see that the

rates of loss of main peak DNA, and reformation of the complex, are slower

than at 37°C and in addition a fairly large amount of DNA lies in the region

between fractions 8-20 in contrast to the situation for repair at 37°C,

Fig. 16.

Thus, we see that even though single-strand repair is more rapid under

hyperthermic conditions, Fig. 10, repair of the complex proceeds less favor-

ably at elevated temperatures. This result further supports a connection

between damage and repair of the complex as being critical to the cell and

also illustrates a^ain the difference between repair of the complex and

repair of single-strand breaks.

DISCUSSION

In simple terms, we may surmise what we have described with the aid of

Fig. 19. Our experiments dealing with cell function, i.e. cell survival,

lead to the "damage-level" diagram on the left. An acute dose of radiation

displaces a cell downward from the ground state. If the dose is small, the

transition may not go beyond the "sublethal domain." If the dose is large

enough, whether or not a cell will survive depends upon repair processes

which compete in time with cell processes which result in the expression of,

or fixation of, damage. That repair of potentially lethal damage does occur



cito be seen froa the following. In Pig. 2 we see that a 10Z survival dose

is about 500 rad. After 500 rad, on average there are ^5000 single-strand

breaks in the cell's DMA and about 100 double-strand breaks (data to be

presented elsewhere). (About 5000 bond-breaking events would be registered

in each 1 x 10"* gas of aass in the cell.) ClearlyB these nuabers reduce

to probabilities auch less than 1QJE the likelihood that a surviving cell did

not suffer any hits in its DNA. While it is a possibility that a cell

could survive with soae daaage, it is unlikely that it would do so with the

aforeaentioned amounts. Hence, the conclusion is forced that an upward

transition aust occur in fciae froa the lethal to the sublethal doaain for

cells to express theaselves as survivors.

Actinoaycin D can be pictured! to act by interfering with the upward

transition* by shifting upward the threshold between lethal and sublethal

daaage, or by both. Added just prior to, or just after, a dose of radia-

tion* actinoaycin D adds daaage similar to x-ray daaage, Fig. 5. However,

if sublethal and lethal daaage differ only ir degree * a distinction between

the Interference with x-ray daaage repair between doses and the enhaneeaent

of single dose effects aay not be possible particularly in view of the

persistence of actinoaycin D action resulting froa its binding to DNA (10).

In the right half of Fig. 19, we sunaarize in an operational way what

we know froa our DNA studies. Froa data not presented here, we know that a

large fraction of a cell's lipid cosediments with the complex and as the

coaplex is resolved, this cosediaentation is lost (24). Further, repair of

daaage to the coaplex results in cosedinentation of these two aaterials

again. While it seeas likely that soae of the lipid behaving in this way

nonspecifically condenses on the DNA as a concomitant of cell lysis, this

observation supports the possibility that DNA-membrane (lipid is a princi-

pal constituent of acabrane) has an integral association in aamalian cells

as it has in bacteria (see also the electron Microscopic evidence of Davies

and Saall, 25). We picture DNA as attached in discrete places to the

aeabrane after Coaings and Okada (26) although we are not able to specify

the length of the duplexes between attachment points. Further, the terti-

ary or higher order structure between attachment points cannot be specified

froa our aeasurements (i.e., circles or catenates of circles could be



attached to membrane at discrete points). Radiation* having a> It does a

primary ability to break bonds* renders damaged the DNA-llpld complex, and

following this cells repair single-strand breaks, dosage to the DNA complex,

and* in fact, double-strand breaks (23). After a supralethal dose~e.g<,

4330 rad in Fig. 9—essentially all the single-strand breaks are repaired.

Even after a dose following which fewer than 1 cell in 1000 survive—e.g.,

1700 rad in Fig. 17—in 90 min cells repair damage to the complex suffici-

ently that its sedimentation is hard to distinguish from that of the DNA

from unlrradiated cells. As revealing as sedimentation studies of this

type are in view of the opportunity they afford us to examine DNA with a

minimum of artifically introduced breaks, they do not permit us to disting-

uish between DNA that is "repaired" and functional, and DNA that is "re-

paired" and aot. This is clearly a limitation of the methods. Repair as

observed by us might in fact represent lesion fixation rather than func-

tional repair. Still, as shown in Fig. 16, doses of radiation after which

there are comparable assortments of surviving and non-surviving cells in a

population of irradiated cells—i.e., survival after 100 rad, *85Z; after

200 rad, t60%; after 400 rad, *25%; and after 800 rad, *2%—are the doses

which resolve the «ain peak from tjte complex. Even though we are not able

to identify a- surviving from a non-surviving cell en the basis of the sedi-

mentation properties of its DNA after repair, we are encouraged to "associate

Integrity of the complex with survival because damage to the complex Is

demonstrable in the range of dose corresponding to relatively high survival.

Further, the DNA data with actlnomycin D support this view as do results,

not described here, obtained with irradiated cells in which a proportion of

the thymidine in the DNA had been replaced by the sensitizer 5-bromodeoxy-

uridinc (27).

In spite of limitations noted, our results with radiation and the DNA

interactive agents nitrogen mustard and actlnomycin D support the following

If the DNA duplex is sufficiently cross-linked, a cell will be killed but in

a way that does not enhance x-ray cell killing because the latter results

* from quite another form (or other forms) of damage. We propose that x-ray

lethality results from configurational changes in the SNA and/or the DNA

and its molecular environment (12,14,19,21,24). The radiation induced sedi-

mentation discontinuities we observe under alkaline conditions—e.g., Fig.



16—and the selective inhibition by actinomydn D of repair of the complex

as opposed to repair of single-strand breaks, supports the notion that the

configurational change is at the level of at least tertiary structures and

involves the opening of a duplex circle (or a catenate of circles). Since

evidence for such structures in mammalian cells has not as yet been forth-

coming—although the circularity of the bacterial chromosome is well estab-

lished and circularity is now proposed for dinoflagellates (28)--«we are

faced with the ultimate problems of elucidating chromosome structure and

function in eukaryotes as inescapable requirements of elucidating the rele-

vance of UNA damage to lethality in mammalian cells.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

figure 1. Skeaatic cross section of a aanaallan cell. Structures and

organelles are, in places, exaggerated for clairty. (Froa ref.

figure 2. Single and fractionated dose survival of single Chinese haaster

cells, line V79^1. Radiation: 55kV x-r«ys, 722 rads/ain. Sur-

vival, colony foraation; standard errors one shown where large

enough relative to the data points, j» stands for extrapolation

number, the ordlnate to which the terainal portion of a curve

extrapolates, and D Q the dose capable of reducing survival by

the factor l/£ along the exponential part of a curve.

figure 3. Skeaatic representation of the effects on duplex Dt'A of x-rays,

nitrogen austard, and actinoaycin D. X-rays produce single-

strand breaks, double-strand breaks, and base daaage. Nitrogen

austard trcataent results in aono-additlOiis and intrastrand

cross link* «* well as interatrand alkylations. Actinoaycin D

is thought to act by Intercalating.

Figure 4. Survival of aicrocolonies of Chinese haaster cells, line V79-753B.

Cells synchronized at the Gj-S border with hydroxyurea (2 aH, 3

1/2 hrs) were allowed to progress for 3 3/4 hrs into the aost

resistant period of the DMA synthetic phase. They were .then

treated with x-rays (as for Fig. 2) or nitrogen austard NM just

prior to or after each x-ray dose. The reduction in survival

froa 1.0 to about 0.4 was due to the lethal action of the hy-

droxyurea on those S phase cells initially in the population (7)

since they are rendered non-colony formers. The reason for the

saall displaceaent in the two combined treatment curves is not

known but unimportant to the interpretation of the data. (Froa

ref. 4.)

Figure 5. Comparative survival curves for late S phase Chinese haaster '

cells (details as in Fig. 4). The data shown are for the sur-

vival of a population of aicrocolonies, starting aultiplicity

N, • 3.6. Accounting for aultiplicity, the residual shoulder

widths are 359 rad and 51 rad, open and closed circles respec-

tively. (Froa ref. 8.)



figure 6. Fotentiation of x-r*y cell killing of Chinese hamster cells by

0.002 ug/ml of actinomycln D present In the medium from the time

of irradiation until colonies were scored (details as In previous

figures). (Frost ref. 8.)

Figure 7. The McGrath and Williams (13) alkaline sucrose sedimentation

technique *» applied to mammalian cells (see text).

Figure 8. Skematic representation of sedimentation patterns obtained at

high speed (36-38,000 rpst) with DNA from labelled Chinese hamster

cells. For a given time of lysis at *24#C, the dose dependence

is shown vertically. For a given dose, the dependence on lysis

time is shewn horizontally. (From ref. 17.)

Figure S. The effect of lysis time (a) and Increasing doses of x-rays on

resolution of the complex, (b) and (c), and the x-ray breakage

of single-stranded DNA (d) as observed with sedimentation in

alkaline gradients. The closed circles in (b), (c), and (d)

show the effect of incubation for repair prior to sedimentation

(60 mm lysis, *24#C.) Sedimentation was at high speed, 38,000

rpm. (From ref. 14.)

Figure 10. The time course of the "repair of single-strand breaks at 37*C

and 42*C. Following incubation for repair, cells were lysed

and then sedlmented for 17.1 hrs at 11,000 rpm, 3*C. {From

rcf. 18.)

Figure 11. High speed sedimentation in alkaline gradients (as for Fig. 9)

. of labelled DNA from Chinese hamster cells treated or not with

nitrogen mustard, MM. Lysis was for 270 mm at t>24°C. P.Y.

stands for percent yield, the percent of the starting radio-

activity collected in the 30 fractions.

Figure 12. As for Fig. 11 except for the larger NH and x-ray doses.

Figure 13. High speed sedimentation of the DNA from two separate stocks

of Chinese hamster cells. Cells labelled with %-TdR were

irradiated only while those pretreated with actinomycin D prior

to irradiation had been labelled with ^C-TdR. Just before

lysis (as for Fig. 9), the cell stocks were mixed. Thus, DNA

from both types of cells were sedlmented in the same tube.

(From ref. 21.)



Figure 14. High speed sedimentation of DNA from Chinese hamster cells

treated for 30 min with actinonycin D (no irradiation). Other

details as for Figs. 9 and 11.

Figure 15. Frcctionation survival curves of Chinese hamster cells for 3

temperatures between acute irradiations (250 kV x-rays, 360 rads/

•' nin) «t 0*C. In each case, cells were suspended in a buffer

containing 20% medium and maintained at the temperatures shown

for 2.5 hrs. (From ref. 23.)

Figure 16. Slow speed sedimentation of labelled DNA from Chinese hamster

cells after graded doses of x-rays. Lysis: 60 mm, 3°C. Sedi-

mentation: 5000 rpm, 16.25 hrs., 0°C. Other details similar to

Fig. 9. (From ref. 19.)

Figure 17. Slow speed sedimentation of labelled DNA from Chinese hamster

cells incubated for repair at 37°C after 1700 rad. Lysis and

sedimentation as for Fig. 16. (From ref. 23.)

Figure 18. An experiment similar to that in Figure 17 in all details except

that cells were incubated at 41°C instead of 37°C after 1700 rad.

(From ref. 23.)

Figure 19. Schematic representations of the effect of radiation and actino-

mycin D on cell survival (left) and the effect of radiation on

INA damage (jcight). (From ref. 17.)
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